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Abstract. The identification of business components, which together define a
modular systems architecture, is a key task in todays component-based development approaches for the business domain. This paper describes the Business
Component Identification (BCI) method which supports a systematic partitioning
of a problem domain into business components. The method allows the designer
to state preferences for the partitioning process and uses them as the basis to produce an optimized balance between the business components’ granularity on the
one hand and their context dependencies on the other hand. It makes use of business domain models specified during the definition of system requirements and
can be integrated into the early design phase of a component-based development
process. The paper also shows how the produced partitioning can easily be refined into an architecture specification and thus can be used as a starting point for
the technical design of a software system and/or its business components.

1 Motivation
Modern component-based approaches allow developers to realize software systems in
business domains by partitioning a problem space into a set of proper business components, developing or discovering suitable candidates, and assembling them to obtain
the aspired solution [1,2,3]. This modular way of systems development promises to
bring many advantages, among which especially a reduced time to market, the increased
adaptability of systems to changing requirements and, as a result, reduced development
costs are of key importance for the IT strategy of todays enterprises [1,4].
A prerequisite for the envisioned breakthrough of component-based approaches in
practice, however, is to better support the underlying modular development paradigm
with specialized methods and tools. Although the modular paradigm sounds rather
straight-forward at a first glimpse, it introduces a variety of methodological challenges
when being analyzed more closely. As a consequence, both the partitioning as well as
the composition process continue to pose research questions. Compared to the composition process, where a lot of research is ongoing and for which methods to browse, adapt,
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as well as to assemble components in a predictable way have already been proposed
[5,6,7,8,9], especially the question of how to partition a problem space into modular
components still remains to be addressed.
In line with this observation, component identification strategies found in literature
are usually limited to basic guidelines or general advices. The established partitioning
principle of maximizing cohesion and minimizing dependencies between components,
e.g., states that contextually related functions and data should be grouped together and
ideally constitute a single component [10,11,1]. This principle, however, does not make
a statement about an optimal component granularity. Consequently, it might be conceivable to design coarse-grained components containing all required functionality and
having no context dependencies at all. Because this leads to redundant implementations
of supporting functions and makes components more difficult to maintain, an alternative is to outsource supporting functions into separate components and opt for a better
reuse grade. In practice, designers will have to strive for an optimal balance between
self-containedness and implementation reuse [1]. This means that even with the advices
and guidelines from literature taken for granted, a component-based system can well be
partitioned into parts of varying size and context dependencies. To date, there only exist
generalized approaches that show how a grouping of functions can technically be realized (see e.g. [12]) and discussions about different aspects that have to be taken into
account (e.g. selected aspects of scale and granularity presented in [1]). The partitioning
itself is still left completely to the designer and his or her personal skills, though.
In this paper, we present the Business Component Identification (BCI) method, which
systematically supports the partitioning process and helps designers to find an optimized
set of business components. The presented method takes results from the requirements
definition as input and forces designers to make their partitioning preferences explicit.
Based on these preferences, it generates an optimized partitioning of a problem space
into business components, which provides a basis for further refining. It allows designers to make use of a rational, unequivocal partitioning procedure and validate the
stability of the result against modified preferences. In doing so, the BCI method contributes to evolve the partitioning of component-based systems from handcrafting to an
engineering process. The key research questions addressed in this paper are a) how the
information modeled in business domains can be used to identify business components
in a formal way and b) which optimization methods are suitable for the identification of
business components leading to better results than existing solutions. Principally, the introduced partitioning algorithm is not limited to business domains, since it uses process
and concept models as inputs which are being created in many application domains. To
date, however, we have only applied BCI in business domains.
In section 2, we firstly discuss how to integrate BCI into the component-based development process. This discussion will also elaborate on the input that can be taken
as a basis for the partitioning as well as the output that has to be generated by the BCI
method. In section 3, we will then describe the BCI method in detail and present the
algorithms used for the generation as well as the optimization of a partitioning. Section
4 briefly presents related approaches. We conclude the paper with a discussion of additional aspects that will be taken into consideration in the future and the work that has
been done to validate the results of BCI in practice.
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2 Systems Development and Component Identification Process
The partitioning of a problem space into components is a core part of the componentbased development process and has a significant impact on the quality of both the
resulting software system as well as its constituent components. Component-based
development process models presented in literature therefore typically either comprise
an explicit component identification phase before the actual design starts or at least
include this task as an early step of the system design phase [2,13,12]. The extent, to
which a partitioning has to be made from scratch, of course, depends on the availability
of components that eventually can be reused.
With mature component markets in place and components preferably being reused instead of being newly developed, the partitioning process during the design of a software
system needs to be driven by two determinants: the predefined architecture imposed by
reusing existing components and the conceptual models created during the requirements
definition. The conceptual models describe processes and information of the problem
domain which have to be managed. There are various process models that can be used
to develop component-based systems with reuse, among which the Reuse-Oriented and
Reuse-Driven Development approaches [2] as well as the Assemble Route of Catalysis
[13] are the more prominent ones. In such a reuse-oriented scenario, the partitioning of
a problem domain into components also is an important step during the so-called development for reuse, which provides reusable components for the development of systems.
Reusable components are usually not being developed in isolation, but in so-called domain engineering approaches in which entire problem spaces are being partitioned.
The before-mentioned reuse-based development has repeatedly been described as an
ideal component-based software engineering scenario in literature. Using a componentbased development approach, however, even is able to bring substantial benefits where
component markets and in-house reuse are not established, since modular systems with
easily replaceable parts better support managing changes [12,1]. Cheesman and Daniels
have presented a process model that supports component-based systems development
without a special focus on reuse [12]. In this case, the partitioning process can begin
from scratch. It solely depends upon domain-oriented conceptual models that have been
created during the requirements definition. Notably, however, is the fact, that none of
the process models mentioned in this chapter describes how to achieve a good partitioning in detail. Instead, all of them are limited to giving very heuristic advice or to
introducing technical means which merely help to capture relationships and dependencies between parts of the domain models. To advance the state of the art, we integrate
a rational partitioning procedure, namely the BCI method, into the component-based
development process.
The integration is demonstrated for the UML Components process model introduced
by Cheesman and Daniels [12], which we have chosen for several reasons: firstly, mature component markets today are rather the exception than the rule and especially the
development of business systems can not yet systematically include the reuse of existing
components. Furthermore, the UML Components process model is well-established,
easily applicable in practice, and – thanks to its close relationship to Catalysis as well
as to other approaches [12, p. xv] – the transfer of our results to different process models
is rather straightforward.
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The UML Components process already includes an explicit component identification phase. It is part of the system specification and follows immediately after the requirements engineering (see fig. 1). The goal of the component identification phase is
to come up with an initial specification of the system’s architecture and its constituent
components, which is then refined during the next design steps. The system partitioning
is driven by the description of the problem domain and – following established software
engineering principles – separates the discovery of system components (the front-end
side) from the discovery of business components (the server side providing the business
functions).
In this paper, we focus on the discovery of business components, which is based upon
the business concept model and the associated business processes. The business concept
model documents the information which is being processed in the application domain.
It consists of information objects (concepts) and identified structural relationships between them. The business processes describe workflows of the business domain which
have to be supported by the software system. They contain business functions (modeled
as process steps) as well as the temporal relationships between them.
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Fig. 1. UML Components process and component identification stage (cf. [12])

To identify business components, Cheesman and Daniels recommend to formalize
the business concept model into a more detailed and technical business type model (see
fig. 1 (1)). The next step is to identify so-called core business types, which represent
information that can stand alone in the business domain. For each core business type,
a business interface has then to be created (see fig. 1 (2)). A business interface has to
manage the information represented by an independent core type and thus is a candidate
to constitute a business component. The so identified business components finally have
to be specified in detail and, together with identified system components, can be formed
into an initial systems architecture (see fig. 1 (3)).
While this procedure may serve as a very heuristic approach to get to an initial set
of business components, it has a variety of drawbacks. Firstly, even information that
can stand alone in the business domain may likely have relationships to other information objects. Cheesman and Daniels acknowledge this and recommend to convert such
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Fig. 2. Integration of the BCI method into the UML Components process

relationships into component dependencies. This might, however, not lead to an optimal partitioning, e.g., when components have to be easily replaceable and dependencies
have to be kept at a minimum. Furthermore, the procedure is focused solely on a modularized management of information objects. Most business systems, however, will also
have to include business components that manage entire processes or parts of business
workflows [3]. These business components will then automatically have dependencies
to all the business components governing relevant information in a process. Designers will hence have to take business functions and information (with their respective
relationships to each other) into account when partitioning a problem space [10].
With the BCI method, the procedure proposed by Cheesman and Daniels can be
replaced (see fig. 2). In line with their procedure, BCI also takes a business concept
model and specified business processes as input to create a partitioning. In a first step,
the designer will have to denote his partitioning preferences (see fig. 2 (1)). Thereafter,
an optimized partitioning with respect to the given preferences is derived and has to be
validated (see fig. 2 (2)). The resulting partitioning clusters process steps and information objects to form a set of business components. The identified business components
are then to be refined, technically specified, and, together with the required system components, formed into a systems architecture (see fig. 2 (3)).

3 The Business Component Identification Method
The set of domain models and the defined metrics of maximizing cohesion and minimizing dependencies constitute the basis for the identification of business components.
The identification is strongly dependent on the underlying domain models [14,15]. Only
a domain model reflecting the business in a concise, complete and comprehensive way
can lead to an adequate component model and therefore to a corresponding application
system. In this paper we will not discuss the advantages and disadvantages of domain
modeling methodologies. Instead, we will show how the information modeled in business domains can be used to identify business components in a formal way using the
BCI method. Data from the domain of Strategic Supply Network Development (SSND)
is used in the figures below to better visualize the identification process. The example
domain comes from the area of strategic purchasing, where networks of suppliers are
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analyzed and selected in order to define an adequate purchasing strategy. It is not our intention to explain the SSND example in this paper, we rather focus on the formal method
for identifying business components using the data of the SSND example. For details
about the SSND domain we refer to [16]. In the following, the single BCI process steps
– (1) Denote Partitioning Preferences, (2) Create and Validate Optimized Partitioning,
and (3) Create initial Component Specification and Architecture – introduced in fig. 2
will be described.
3.1 Denote Partitioning Preferences
The BCI method uses the information objects from the concept models and the process
steps from the process diagrams of the business domain, including their relationships.
One can distinguish between three types of relationships necessary for the identification of business components: the relationships between single process steps, the relationships between information objects, and the relationships between process steps
and information objects. A relationship type distinguishes between subtypes expressing
the significance of a relationship. E.g., a relationship between single process steps expresses – based on their cardinality constraints – how often a process step is executed
and therefore how close two process steps are related to each other in that business
domain. The relationships between information objects define how loosely or tightly
the information objects are coupled, and the relationships between process steps and
information objects define whether a corresponding information object is, e.g., used
or created while executing the respective process step. All types of relationships are
of great relevance and build the basis for the BCI method. In order to apply a formal
method for the identification of business components, we map the domain models to a
weighted graph. As the nodes represent information objects and process steps, the edges
characterize the relationships between the nodes. Weights are used to define the different types and subtypes of relationships. They build the basis for assigning process steps
and information objects to components. The mapping of information objects and process steps from the domain models to nodes in the weighted graph is straightforward.
Whereas, the definition of the relationship subtypes and the assignment of weights to
corresponding edges is heavily dependent on the importance of the relationships in the
underlying domain models. Therefore, domain knowledge and know-how is required
for this step and the designers need to denote their partitioning preferences by introducing relevant relationship subtypes and assigning weights to them. The relationship
subtypes as well as the weights may therefore differ dependent on the domain models
and the preferences specified by the designers.
The BCI-3D Tool was developed to support the application of the BCI method. Due
to display reasons the weighted graph is visualized in a three-dimensional representation having the process steps and information objects arranged as nodes in circles. The
nodes representing the information objects are shown on top of fig. 3, and the nodes
representing the process steps are shown on the bottom of fig. 3. The edges representing
the relationships between information objects connect the top nodes to each other, the
ones representing the relationships between process steps connect the nodes on the
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Fig. 3. BCI – defined preferences

Table 1. Assignment of process step names to shortcuts
process steps name
request offering
promise offering
produce offering
state offering
accept offering
request engineering
promise engineering
produce BoM explosion
state engineering
accept engineering
request exploration
promise exploration
produce contract

shortcut
T01/rq
T01/pm
T01/ex
T01/st
T01/ac
T02/rq
T02/pm
T02/ex
T02/st
T02/ac
T03/rq
T03/pm
T03/ex

process steps name
state exploration
accept exploration
request evaluation
promise evaluation
produce evaluation
state evaluation
accept evaluation
request conclusion
promise conclusion
produce concluded contract
state conclusion
accept conclusion

shortcut
T03/st
T03/ac
T04/rq
T04/pm
T04/ex
T04/st
T04/ac
T05/rq
T05/pm
T05/ex
T05/st
T05/ac

bottom and the edges representing the relationships between information objects and
process steps connect the nodes on top with the nodes on the bottom, shown in fig. 3.
The weights assigned to the relationship subtypes are listed in a separate window on the
right of fig. 3. Shortcuts are used to describe the process steps and information objects.
The full names can be found in table 1 and table 2.
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Table 2. Assignment of information object names to shortcuts
information object name
Product
Assembly
Contract
Evaluated Contract
Potential Contract
Concluded Contract
Offered contract

shortcut
P
A
C
EC
PC
CC
OC

3.2 Create and Validate Optimized Partitioning
For the identification of business components, as implemented by the BCI method, the
weighted graph needs to be partitioned by assigning information objects and process
steps to single components. The grouping should satisfy the defined metrics of maximizing cohesion and minimizing dependencies and should take all domain information
into account which has been mapped to the weighted graph .
The problem of partitioning a graph G = (V, E), with vertices V and edges E, into
subsets of nodes of a defined size is known to belong to the class of NP-complete problems [17]. A clustering of the given example with 32 nodes into, e.g., three components
of approximately equal size can be achieved in over 1012 different ways. Therefore, a
direct calculation of the best solution by comparing all combinations is unreasonable,
but heuristics can be used to find a best possible solution in suitable time. BCI applies
an opening heuristic first, that gives a starting partition, and enhances this partition with
an improving heuristic.
In general, a better starting partition is more likely to lead to better optimization
results. We achieved the best results with the Start Partition Greedy heuristic shown in
fig. 4. This is a greedy graph partitioning algorithm. In each iteration the most promising
step is taken [18, p. 127]. The Start Partition Greedy utilizes a priority queue (PQ) to
order the edges e ∈ E, whereby a higher priority is assigned to higher weighted edges.
In the case of edges having equal weights, the weights of all edges adjacent to the end
nodes are added. This allows for a fine-grained ordering. Beginning with unmarked
vertices v ∈ V , the heuristic sequentially takes the edges in the PQ, and examines their
end nodes. In the case of two unmarked nodes, a new component is generated. Whereas,
in the case of one unmarked node, it is added to the marked node’s component. Finally,
all remaining unmarked nodes are collected in a last new component.
An advantage of our opening heuristic is, that there is no need to define the number
of components in advance. It is determined by the Start Partition Greedy algorithm,
depending solely on the given domain models and based on priority ordering of the
edges. The idea is to cluster nodes, that are highly connected to their neighbors into
one and the same component. An evaluation of different starting heuristics on various
models, emphasized this method as leading to the most promising starting solutions.
After obtaining a primary solution for the optimization problem, various heuristics can be used to further improve the component structure. In 1970, Kernighan and
Lin developed an algorithm for the enhancement of a given clustering of a graph into
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Fig. 4. UML Activity Diagram of the Start Partition Greedy heuristic

equal sized subgraphs [19]. Numerous variations of this method where proposed since
then and all are based on the same concept (cf. [20,21,22]). We adopted the original
Kernighan-Lin heuristics to improve the starting solution. This method does not consider all components at once, but rather a pair of two components in each step. At the
beginning, all pairs are unmarked. In each step an unmarked pair is picked at random
and the components are optimized, with respect to the heuristics. If any changes are
made, all pairs are going to be unmarked again. Whereas, if no action is taken, the pair
will be marked. This is repeated until no unmarked pairs are left and the component
structure is optimized.
In order to compare different component structures and to be able to optimize
them, we defined
 the cost C(A, B) of a partitioning into components A and B as
C(A, B) = a∈A,b∈B w(a,b) , where w(a,b) is the weight of the connection between
the single nodes a ∈ A and b ∈ B. The goal is to minimize the cost of the partitioning
for each pair of components (A, B). Furthermore, we defined internal I(a) and external
E(a) costs of a node a according to Kernighan and Lin [19]:


w(a,x) , E(a) =
w(a,b)
I(a) =
x∈A,x=a

b∈B

Moreover, the D-value of a node is referred to as the difference between its external and
internal costs, D(a) = E(a) − I(a). The gain g(a, b) of exchanging the nodes a and b
between the components A and B is then calculated by g(a, b) = D(a)+D(b)−2w(a,b) .
The basic procedure of a two-component optimization step corresponds to KernighanLin and is shown in fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. UML Activity Diagram of the adopted Kernighan-Lin algorithm

The process of identifying business components by applying the BCI method and
satisfying defined metrics is an iterative process. The business components resulting
from BCI need to undergo a sensitivity analysis check before taken for granted. In
analyzing the process steps and information objects assigned to the resulting components, inconsistencies and errors in the underlying domain models can be identified
and corrected correspondingly. Additionally, the resulting component model should remain stable even if the weights in the weighted graph are slightly changed. By changing
weights of the relationships and reapplying the BCI method, the stability of the resulting
component model can be analyzed.
Applying the BCI method to the graph introduced in fig. 3 results in the following
graph clustering (see fig. 6). The figure shows the identified business components and
the dependencies between them. Additionally, the window on the right lists the single
process steps and information objects as assigned to the identified components by BCI.
3.3 Create Initial Component Specification and Architecture
Two business components can be identified immediately. While looking at the process
steps and information objects clustered within the components, the designer can identify
the business functionality of the two business components: one containing the business
tasks related to Product Management and one containing the business tasks related to
Contract Management.
From fig. 6, the services provided and required by each component can be derived.
We distinguish between two types of services: inter-component services and information services. Inter-component services are services, which are required by another
component in order to provide a specific functionality. The inter-component services
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Fig. 6. BCI – optimized partitioning

Fig. 7. UML Component Model of the identified components

are apparent in fig. 6 as the edges connecting two process steps, each located in a different component. E.g., the edge connecting the T01/pm (promise offering) and T05/rq
(request conclusion) defines an inter-component service. The service provided by the
Contract Manager component relates to the conclusion of the contract, and is therefore
called ProduceConcludedContract. Which business component requires or provides
that service becomes clear when looking at the process step diagrams of the relevant
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business domain. The identified business components with their required and provided
services are shown in fig. 7.
The second type of services gained from the business components identified and
visualized in fig. 6 are information services. While information objects are created and
updated by the responsible business component, other components need to request the
values of required information objects through services. By analyzing the edges that
connect process steps of one component with information objects of another component
the services are identified. In fig. 6 we have e.g., T03/ex (produce potential contract)
connected by an edge with A (Assembly). This means that the process step of producing
a potential contract needs information about the assembly information object. In this
case the Product Manager component needs to provide the service ProvideAssembly,
while the Contract Manager component requires that service (see fig. 7).

4 Related Work
The identification of business components and their services is a primary research problem that needs to be addressed. Today, there is still little research contributing to the
development of systematic approaches which support designers in finding an optimized
set of business components. In accordance with the classification introduced by [23],
mainly three different types of business component identification techniques can be distinguished: Domain Engineering based methods, CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete)
matrix based methods and Cohesion-Coupling based Clustering Analysis methods.
A key issue in the design phase of the domain engineering process is “the generation of components that represent conceptual, functional and technological aspects of
the domain, and their organization within a domain architecture” [24]. Given that fact,
Domain Engineering based methods for component identification usually focus on the
reusability of the domain architecture and the adaptability of constituent components,
based on defined criteria. E.g., the Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) [25] captures commonality selectable for different applications as an AND/OR graph, where
AND nodes indicate mandatory features and OR nodes indicate alternative features.
This graph is used to define parameterized reference architectures and reusable components instantiable during application development. Another approach aims at gathering
components that intensively exchange messages in a unique artifact, and defining an
architecture element referred to as components grouping [24]. It uses defined criteria
for the grouping of components based on four different aspects: domain context, process component, components interfaces, and the component itself. Domain Engineering
based methods, however, rarely use formal approaches to obtain reusable components
and are highly dependent on the experiences of the designers.
CRUD matrix based methods focus on the semantics of business elements, which is
contained in domain models, to merge closely related elements into business components. They use the relationships between behavioral business elements (e.g., process
steps) and static business elements (e.g., information objects) to define how closely the
elements are related to each other. Four relationship types – Create (C), Read (R), Update (U) and Delete (D) with the priority C>D>U>R – are used to specify the semantic
relationship between the behavioral and the static business elements. The relationships
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are visualized in a matrix. CRUD matrix based methods aim at transforming the matrix by given rules in order to identify blocks in which behavioral and static business
elements with C and D relationships are merged to form single components. Examples
of CRUD matrix based methods are [26,27]. The disadvantage of CRUD matrix based
approaches is that additional information available in the domain models is not used for
identifying business components. E.g., the relationships between static elements and
the relationships between behavioral elements are not considered at all.
With Cohesion-Coupling based Clustering Analysis methods, researchers try to cluster business models according to high cohesion and low coupling principles, and encapsulate each cluster in a component. The main idea of those methods is to first transform
the domain models into the form of weighted graphs, in which business elements are
nodes, the dependencies between single business elements are edges and semantic dependency strengths are represented as weights. In a second step, the graph is clustered
using graph clustering or matrix analysis techniques that satisfy the metrics of high cohesion and low coupling. E.g., [28,29] are implementing such clustering analysis methods in order to identify components. Both approaches assume that UML models are
available describing the business domain. The disadvantage of such approaches is that
they are often based on technical concepts defined, e.g., in UML instead of focusing on
the semantics of the corresponding business domain.
The BCI method directly contributes to the research area of identifying business
components. According to the classification of business components identification
methods by [23], the BCI method combines Cohesion-Coupling based Clustering Analysis and CRUD matrix based methods. The advantage of BCI is that the method uses
all relevant dependencies of business domain models, including relationships between
behavioral business elements, between static business elements, and those between behavioral and static business elements. It therefore extends CRUD matrix based methods
with two additional types of dependencies. Additionally, BCI maps those business elements and their mentioned dependencies, independently of the notation used to model
the business domain and its technical concepts, into a weighted graph. This graph is
then used to apply the Cohesion-Coupling based Clustering Analysis methods implemented in BCI for identifying business components. With BCI, we thus satisfy Wang’s
recommendation of combining current component identification methods in order to
achieve better results [23].

5 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we described the BCI method and have shown how to integrate it into
the UML Components development process. The BCI method creates a partitioning of
a problem space into business components which are optimized to satisfy the designers’ partitioning preferences. In doing so, we advance the current state of the art and
contribute to establish a more systematic approach to partition business systems into
components, a key task in component-based systems development.
The BCI method was created in a perennial research project and has been continually
improved to reach the scope of operation presented in this paper. It already has been validated in complex case studies that confirm its appropriateness for the development of
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component-based business systems in practice [30,31,32]. While the algorithms used in
the current method and the derived partitioning results have proven to be mature, several
approaches to further the scope of operation are currently under development. Among
others, it is the plan to empirically evaluate the BCI method versus the other component identification methods described in this paper in order to show that the approach
presented is superior to alternative approaches. Additionally, the initiative to integrate
the BCI method into a tool that covers the domain modeling process is ongoing. With
the partitioning as a final result, the tool may lead over to a component-based system
design as well as to a service-based development approach. More technically motivated
research initiatives include an automatic derivation of component orchestrations as well
as the generation of parts of the components’ internal structure.
In future, we plan to extend the BCI method to support reuse-driven development
approaches, in which existing components will be considered. To reuse existing components during the partitioning process, we require conceptual models of process steps
and information objects managed by those components. These models are either derived
from technical specifications or already available when building upon more holistic
specification approaches like, e.g., the Unified Specification of Components approach
[33]. Existing components will then be represented as clusters of process steps and
information objects that are marked to remain unchanged during the partitioning.
Our research initiatives centered around the BCI method are part of a longer-term
goal to provide a mature methodical support of the partitioning process, just as it will
become available for the complementary composition process. Only with an appropriate
support of both processes, component-based development will lead to a componentbased software engineering process.
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